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Abstract. Anonymity, as an instance of information hiding, is one of
the security properties intensively studied nowadays due to its applica-
tions to various fields such as e-voting, e-commerce, e-mail, e -cash, and
so on. In this paper we study the decidability and complexity status of
the anonymity property in security protocols. We show that anonymity is
undecidable for unrestricted security protocols, is NEXPTIME-complete
for bounded security protocols, and it is NP-complete for 1-session boun-
ded security protocols. In order to reach these objectives, an epistemic
language and logic to reason about anonymity properties for security
protocols under an active intruder, are provided. Agent states are en-
dowed with facts derived from actions performed by agents in protocol
executions, and an inference system is provided. To define anonymity,
an observational equivalence is used, which is shown to be decidable in
deterministic polynomial time.

1 Introduction

Anonymity, as an instance of information hiding, is one of the security properties
intensively studied nowadays due to its applications to various fields such as
electronic voting, electronic commerce, electronic mail, electronic cash and so
on. It embraces many forms, such as sender or receiver anonymity, and it is
closely related to unlinkability, indistinguishability, and role interchangeability
[12, 10, 17]. The intuition behind anonymity is that an agent who performed
some action is not “identifiable” by some observer of the system. “Non-identifia-
bility” might mean that the observer is not able to see that the agent performed
that action, or he saw that many other agents performed that action.

Several approaches to model anonymity have been proposed, such as [15,16,8,
7,5,9]. The approach in [15] is CSP-based, while the ones in [16,7] are based on
epistemic logics. The authors in [16] show, in an epistemic logic framework, how
the agent states can be augmented with information about actions performed by
agents during protocol computations, and then propose an inference mechanism
by which more information can be deduced. Several anonymity concepts are then
proposed and discussed. The epistemic approach in [7] models anonymity in a
multi-agent system framework. This is a very nice and general approach to talk
about anonymity-related properties and many other papers on anonymity built
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on it [10,17]. Based on the concept of a function view as a concise representation
of the intruder’s partial knowledge about a function, Hughes and Shmatikov
have proposed a rich variety of anonymity-related properties in [8]. The cryp-
tographic protocol logic (CPL) in [9] came as an ambitious general framework
for formalizing a very large class of security properties, including anonymity as
well. While CPL seems very expressive, the model checking problem for it is
undecidable and not too much about decidable fragments and proof systems for
the core CPL is known.

From a computational point of view, the anonymity problem for security pro-
tocols is a decision problem: it is the problem to decide, given a security protocol
and an action of it, whether or not the action is anonymous with respect to some
agent. None of the papers mentioned above discusses the decidability and com-
plexity status of this problem. As anonymity is not a trace-based property but it
is based on an observational equivalence on protocol states, it is expected that
anonymity is harder than secrecy or authentication. This is because, given a
state of the protocol which is to be checked against some property, it might be
the case that all observationally equivalent states are needed to be analyzed in
order to decide the property.

In this paper we study the decidability and complexity status of the anonymity
property for security protocols. Thus, we show that anonymity is undecidable for
unrestricted security protocols, is NEXPTIME-complete for bounded security
protocols, and it is NP-complete for 1-session bounded security protocols. In
order to reach these objectives we enrich the security protocol model in [13,
19] by adding facts to agent states. Then we develop an inference system by
which agents can infer more properties from facts. This inference system has
special constructs, mainly due to the fact that in our approach the intruder is
active, and this makes it different from the one in [16] (if the intruder is passive,
then any receiver knows exactly from whom the message he received comes).
To define anonymity, an observational equivalence is used, which is decidable in
deterministic polynomial time.

The paper is organized in five sections. The formal model we use in this
paper for security protocols is introduced in Section 2. Facts, as a way to cope
with information about actions performed by agents in a security protocol, are
introduced in Section 3, together with an inference system. Our observational
equivalence is also a topic of this section, as well as the anonymity concepts we
use in the paper. It is shown that the observational equivalence is decidable in
deterministic polynomial time. Section 4 presents the main results of the paper.
We conclude in Section 5.

2 Modeling Security Protocols

We recall the formalism in [13] with slight modifications [19], and use it in order
to develop the main results of the paper.
Protocol signatures and terms. A security protocol signature is a 3-tuple
S = (A,K,N ) consisting of a finite set A of agent names (or shortly, agents)
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and two at most countable sets K and N of keys and nonces, respectively. It is
assumed that:

– A contains a special element denoted by I and called the intruder. All the
other elements are called honest agents and Ho denotes their set;

– K = K0 ∪ K1, where K0 is the set of short-term keys and K1 is a finite set
of long-term keys. The elements of K1 are of the form Ke

A (A’s public key),
or Kd

A (A’s private key), or KAB (shared key by A and B), where A and B
are distinct agents;

– some honest agents A may be provided from the beginning with some secret
information SecretA ⊆ K0∪N , not known to the intruder. SecretA does not
contain long-term keys because they will never be communicated by agents
during the runs;

– the intruder is provided from the beginning with a set of nonces NI ⊆ N
and a set of short-term keys K0,I ⊆ K0. It is assumed that no elements in
NI ∪K0,I can be generated by honest agents.

The set of basic terms is T0 = A∪K∪N . The set T of terms is defined inductively:
every basic term is a term; if t1 and t2 are terms, then (t1, t2) is a term; if t is
a term and K is a key, then {t}K is a term. We extend the construct (t1, t2) to
(t1, . . . , tn) as usual by letting (t1, . . . , tn) = ((t1, . . . , tn−1), tn), for all n ≥ 3.
Sometimes, parenthesis will be omitted. Given a term t, Sub(t) is the set of all
subterms of t (defined as usual). This notation is extended to sets of terms by
union.

The length of a term is defined as usual, by taking into consideration that
pairing and encryption are operations. Thus, |t| = 1 for any t ∈ T0, |(t1, t2)| =
|t1| + |t2| + 1, for any terms t1 and t2, and |{t}K | = |t| + 2, for any term t and
key K.

The perfect encryption assumption we adopt [1] states that a message en-
crypted with a key K can be decrypted only by an agent who knows the corre-
sponding inverse of K (denoted K−1), and the only way to compute {t}K is by
encrypting t with K.

Actions. There are two types of actions, send and receive. A send action is of
the form A!B : (M)t, and a receive action is of the form A?B : t. In both cases,
A is assumed an honest agent who performs the action, A �= B, t ∈ T is the
term of the action, and M ⊆ Sub(t) ∩ (N ∪ K0) is the set of new terms of the
action.
M(a) denotes M , if a = A!B : (M)t, and the empty set, if a = A?B : t;

t(a) stands for the term of a. When M = ∅ we will simply write A!B : t. For a
sequence of actions w = a1 · · ·al and an agent A, define the restriction of w to
A, denoted w|A, as being the sequence obtained from w by removing all actions
not performed by A. The notations M(a) and t(a) are extended to sequences of
actions by union.

Protocols. A security protocol (or simply, protocol) is a triple P = (S, C, w),
where S is a security protocol signature, C is a subset of T0, called the set of
constants of P , and w is a non-empty sequence of actions, called the body of the
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protocol, such that no action in w contains the intruder. Constants are publicly
known elements in the protocol that cannot be re-instantiated (as it will be
explained below). As usual, C does not include private keys, elements in SecretA
for any honest agent A, or elements in NI , K0,I and M(w).

Any non-empty sequence w|A, where A is an agent, is called a role of the
protocol. A role specifies the actions a participant should perform in a protocol,
and the order of these actions.

Substitutions and events. Instantiations of a protocol are given by substi-
tutions, which are functions σ that map agents to agents, nonces to arbitrary
terms, short-term keys to short-term keys, and long-term keys to long-term keys.
Moreover, for long-term keys, σ should satisfy σ(Ke

A) = Ke
σ(A), σ(Kd

A) = Kd
σ(A),

and σ(KAB) = Kσ(A)σ(B), for any distinct agents A and B.
Substitutions are homomorphically extended to terms, actions, and sequences

of actions. A substitution σ is called suitable for an action a = AxB : y if
σ(A) is an honest agent, σ(A) �= σ(B), and σ maps distinct nonces from M(a)
into distinct nonces, distinct keys into distinct keys, and it has disjoint ranges
for M(a) and Sub(t(a)) −M(a). σ is suitable for a sequence of actions if it is
suitable for each action in the sequence, and σ is suitable for a subset C ⊆ T0 if
it is the identity on C.

An event of a protocol P = (S, C, w) is any triple ei = (u, σ, i), where u =
a1 · · · al is a role of P , σ is a substitution suitable for u and C, and 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
σ(ai) is the action of the event ei. As usual, act(ei) (t(ei), M(ei)) stands for the
the action of ei (term of ei, set of new terms of ei). The local precedence relation
on events is defined by (u, σ, i) → (u′, σ′, i′) if and only if u′ = u, σ′ = σ, and
i′ = i+1, provided that i < |u|. +→ is the transitive closure of →. Given an event
e, •e stands for the set of all local predecessors of e, i.e., •e = {e′|e′ +→ e}.

Message generation rules. Given X a set of terms, analz(X) stands for the
least set which includes X , contains t1 and t2 whenever it contains (t1, t2), and
contains t whenever it contains {{t}K}K−1 or {t}K and K−1. By synth(X) we
denote the least set which includes X , contains (t1, t2), for any terms t1, t2 ∈
synth(X), and contains {t}K , for any term t and key K in synth(X). Moreover,
X stands for synth(analz(X)).

States and runs. A state of a protocol P is an indexed set s = (sA|A ∈ A),
where sA ⊆ T , for any agent A. The initial state is s0 = (s0A|A ∈ A), where
s0A = A∪C ∪KA ∪ SecretA for any A ∈ Ho, s0I = A∪C ∪KI ∪NI ∪K0,I , and
KX is the set of long-term keys known by X ∈ A.

For two states s and s′ and an action a, we write s[a〉s′ if and only if:

1. if a is of the form A!B : (M)t, then:
(a) t ∈ sA ∪M and M ∩ Sub(s) = ∅; (enabling condition)
(b) s′A = sA ∪M ∪ {t}, s′I = sI ∪ {t}, and s′C = sC for any C ∈ A− {A, I};

2. if a is of the form A?B : t, then:
(a) t ∈ sI ; (enabling condition)
(b) s′A = sA ∪ {t} and s′C = sC , for all C �= A.
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We extend the notation “[·〉” to events by letting s[e〉s′ whenever s[act(e)〉s′,
and we call s[e〉s′ a computation step. A computation or run of a security pro-
tocol is any sequence s0[e1〉s1 · · · sk−1[ek〉sk of computation steps, also written
as s0[e1 · · · ek〉s or even e1 · · · ek, such that si−1[ei〉si for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and
•ei ⊆ {e1, . . . , ei−1} for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k (for i = 1, •ei should be empty).

3 Anonymity-Related Security Properties

In this section we show how the model presented in the previous section can
be endowed with information necessary to define and reason about anonymity
properties in security protocols. The main idea is to add facts to agent states
once the agents perform actions in the protocol. Each agent may then deduce
new facts by using his knowledge at some point in the protocol. Although the
idea of endowing agent states by facts was already used in [16], our approach
is different. We endow the agent states with less information but sufficient to
define and reason about a large spectrum of anonymity properties. While [16]
assumes a passive intruder, in our approach the intruder is active. This asks for
special deduction rules, making the deduction process more complex.

To define anonymity, a state-based observational equivalence is used in our pa-
per. Two states are observationally equivalent w.r.t. an agent if the agent can de-
rive the same “meaningful information” from each of the states. The anonymity
concepts in [16] are not based on any observational equivalence. Halpern and
O’Neill’s approach to anonymity [7] is a very general one, so the observational
equivalence is not precisely defined in their paper. Precise observational equiva-
lences have been proposed, but for particular classes of anonymous communica-
tion [3]. The observational equivalence in [5] is trace-based. However, anonymity
is not a trace-based property (or, at least, it cannot be naturally defined as a
trace-based property such as secrecy or authentication).

3.1 Augmenting Agent States with Facts

When an agent in a security protocol performs a send or a receive action, he may
record a number of important pieces of information. These pieces of information
can be formalized by using facts1, that is, sentences of the form P (t1, . . . , ti),
where P is a predicate symbol of arity at least one and t1, . . . , ti are message
terms (facts beginning by the same predicate symbol P will also be called P -
facts).

In order to exemplify this we shall consider a running example. In the protocol
in Figure 1, the agent A asks B for a ticket to access some network service H
guarded by some agent C. Once A gets the authenticated ticket from B, it sends
it to C together with an encrypted copy for H . C checks the ticket and then
sends the encrypted copy to H .

Four classes of information pieces are to be recorded by agents in our
formalism:
1 Later in this section, facts will be considered primitive propositions for defining the

epistemic logic we use to talk about anonymity properties.
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A !B : ({NA,K}) {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke
B

B ?A : {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke
B

B !A : {NA, B, T icket}K, {NA, B, T icket}Kd
B

A ?B : {NA, B, T icket}K, {NA, B, T icket}Kd
B

A !C : {T icket, {T icket}KAH}KAC

C ?A : {T icket, {T icket}KAH}KAC

C !H : {{T icket}KAH}KCH

H ?C : {{T icket}KAH}KCH

Fig. 1. A running example

1. sent-facts. Each agent X who sends a message t to some agent Y records a
fact sent(X, t, Y ). For instance, when the first action of our example will be
performed, A records sent(A, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
, B);

2. rec-facts. According to the intruder type, two cases are to be considered:
(a) passive intruder . If an action X ?Y : t was performed by X , then X

may safely record a fact rec(X, t, Y ) because he knows that the message
he received is from Y . For instance, if action two in our running exam-
ple was performed in some computation, then B may record the fact
rec(B, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
, A);

(b) active intruder . If an actionX ?Y : t was performed by X , then X might
not be sure whether t comes from Y or from the intruder. In such a case
X records a fact rec(X, t, (Y, I)) showing that tmay be from Y or from I.
For instance, if action two in our running example was performed in some
computation, thenB records the fact rec(B, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
, (A, I));

3. gen-facts. The message in the first action of our running example is
generated byA forB because it is encrypted byB’s public key; denoted this by
gen(A, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
, B) and record it in A’s state. Similarly,

{T icket}KAH inthefifthaction isgeneratedbyA forH because it is encryptedby
a key shared byA andH . Therefore, gen(A, {T icket}KAH , H) will be recorded
inA’s state;

4. auth-facts. In the third action of the protocol, the message sent by B to
A contains a sub-message of the form {NA, B, T icket}Kd

B
. This is in fact

B’s digital signature on the message (NA, B, T icket); we denote this by
auth(B, (NA, B, T icket, {NA, B, T icket}Kd

B
)) and record it in B’s state.

We will now formalize our discussion above. First, we extend the concept of an
agent state from Section 2 as follows. A state of an agent A is a pair of sets
sA = (sA,m, sA,f), where sA,m is a set of messages and sA,f is a set of facts.
Intuitively, sA,m represents the set of all messages the agent A sent or received
in some computation ξ from the initial state to the state sA, and sA,f represents
the set of facts which give information about the actions the agent A performed
in ξ.

Then, a protocol state is of the form s = (sA|A ∈ A), where each sA has the
form sA = (sA,m, sA,f). We naturally extend the notation Sub for terms and
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sets of terms to agent states by Sub(sA) = Sub(sA,m), and to protocol states by
Sub(s) =

⋃
A∈A−{I} Sub(sA).

The protocol computation rule has to be changed accordingly. Given two
states s and s′ and an action a, we write s[a〉s′ if and only if:

1. if a is of the form A!B : (M)t, then:
(a) t ∈ sA,m ∪M and M ∩ Sub(s) = ∅;
(b) s′A,m = sA,m ∪M ∪ {t}, s′I,m = sI,m ∪ {t}, and s′C,m = sC,m for any

C ∈ A− {A, I};
(c) the facts in s′ are obtained as follows:

i. add sent(A, t, B) to sA,f and sI,f ;
ii. if some term t1 = {t′}KAC or t1 = {t′}Ke

C
has been built by A in

order to build t, then add gen(A, t1, C) to sA,f ;
iii. if some term t1 = (t′, {t′}Kd

A
) has been built by A in order to build

t, then add auth(A, t1) to sA,f ;
iv. s′C,f = sC,f , for any C ∈ A− {A, I};

2. if a is of the form A?B : t, then:
(a) t ∈ sI,m;
(b) s′A,m = sA,m ∪ {t} and s′C,m = sC,m, for all C ∈ A− {A};
(c) the facts in s′ are obtained as follows:

i. add rec(A, t, (B, I)) to sA,f and sI,f ;
ii. s′C,f = sC,f , for any C ∈ A− {A, I}.

In the case of a passive intruder (2a) should be “t ∈ sB,m” and (2ci) above
should be “add rec(A, t, B) to sA,f and sI,f”. All the other concepts, such as
computation step or computation (run), remain unchanged.

3.2 Fact Derivation

At each point in the evolution of a protocol, each agent may derive new facts from
the facts he owns at that point. For instance, when A performs the first action
in our running example and sends {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
to B, A records the fact

sent(A, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke
B
, B) in his state. As A built this message for B, he

knows all the “ingredients” he used to built it and, therefore,Amay think that he
sent to B each such ingredient. Therefore, from sent(A, {A,B,H,NA,K}Ke

B
, B)

the agent A should be able to derive sent(A,NA, B), or sent(A,K,B), and so
on. Even more, A should be able to derive facts like sent(A,NA) (“A sent NA to
some agent”) or sent(A) (“A sent some message”) or sent(NA, B) (“NA was sent
to B”) or sent(A,B) (“A sent some message to B”) or sent(NA) (“NA was sent
by some agent”). In order not to overload the notation we have used the same
predicate symbol “sent” to denote these new facts; the distinction will always be
clear from the context (alternatively, one may use the notation sent(A,NA, ),
sent(A, , ), and so on).

The derivation process sketched above is guided by deduction rules. Some of
these rules are based on the trace of a message with respect to an agent state.
Intuitively, the trace of t w.r.t. s = (sm, sf ), denoted trace(t, s), is the set of all
messages an agent in state s could use in order to build t.
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Definition 1. A message t is called decomposable over an agent state s =
(sm, sf ) if t ∈ T0, or t = (t1, t2) for some messages t1 and t2, or t = {t′}K

for some message t′ and key K with K−1 ∈ analz(sm), or gen(A, t, B) ∈ sf for
some honest agents A and B.

“gen(A, t, B)” in Definition 1 covers the case when A generates t for B by en-
crypting some message by B’s public key (A does not know B’s corresponding
private key but knows how he built t and, from this point of view, we may say
that t is decomposable).

Definition 2. The function trace(t, s), where t is a message and s = (sm, sf)
is an agent state, is given by:

– trace(t, s) = {t}, if t ∈ T0;
– trace(t, s) = {t} ∪ trace(t1, s) ∪ trace(t2, s), if t = (t1, t2) for some terms t1

and t2;
– trace(t, s) = {t}, if t is not decomposable over s;
– trace(t, s) = {t}∪ trace(t′, s), if t = {t′}K is an encrypted but decomposable

message over s.

We are now in a position to present our deduction rules:

– fact simplification rules

(S1) sent(A,t,B)
sent(A,t),sent(A,B),sent(t,B) (S2) sent(A,B)

sent(A)

(S3) sent(A,t)
sent(A),sent(t) (S4) sent(t,B)

sent(t)

(R1) rec(A,t,x)
rec(A,t),rec(A,x),rec(t,x) (R2) rec(A,x)

rec(A)

(R3) rec(A,t)
rec(A),rec(t) (R4) rec(t,x)

rec(t)

where x is B or (B, I), and B is an honest agent different than A (if “A sent
t to B” then we may also say that “A send t”, or “A sent some message to
B”, or “the message t was sent to B”, and so on);

– message simplification rules

(S5) sent(A,t,B), t′∈trace(t,s)
sent(A,t′,B) (R5) rec(A,t,B), t′∈trace(t,s)

rec(A,t′,B)

(R5′) rec(A,t,(B,I)), t′∈trace(t,s)
rec(A,t′,(B,I))

where s is an agent state (if “A sent t to B” and t′ was used by A to build
t, then “A sent t′ to B”, and so on);

– from rec-facts to gen- and auth-facts

(RG) rec(B,{t}KAB
)

gen(A,{t}KAB
,B) (RA)

rec(B,(t,{t}
Kd

A
))

auth(A,(t,{t}
Kd

A
))

(if B received {t}KAB , then B knows that A is the only agent who could
generate this message for him. If B verifies the signature on t and it turns
out to be A’s signature, then B knows that A authenticated the message t);
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– from rec-facts to sent-facts

(RS1) rec(A,t,B)
sent(B,t,A) (RS1′) rec(A,t,(B,I))

sent(B)

(if A knows that he received t from B, then B sent t to A; however, if A is
not sure whether he received t from B, then what he knows is that B sent
some message)

(RGS) rec(A,t), gen(C,t,A)
sent(C,t,A) (RAS) rec(A,t), auth(C,t)

sent(C,t)

(if A received some message t that was generated for him by C, then A can
conclude that C sent the message to him. If A received an authentic message
to C, then he can conclude that C sent the message);

– from rec-facts to rec-facts

(RGR) rec(A,t,(B,I)), gen(B,t,A)
rec(A,t,B) (RAR) rec(A,t,(B,I)), auth(B,t)

rec(A,t,B)

(if A is not sure whether he received the message t from B or from intruder,
but the message t turns out to be generated by B for A or it is an authentic
message to B, then A should be sure that the message t comes from B);

– from sent-facts to sent-facts

(SGS) sent(A,t), gen(A,t,B)
sent(A,t,B)

(if A sent t and generated it for B, then A sent t for B);
– from sent-facts to rec-facts

(SGR) sent(A,t,B), gen(C,t,B)
rec(A,t,C)

(if A sent t to B, and t was generated by C for B, then A received t from
C).

As an example of deduction, one can easily derive from (SGR) and (RS1) the
following rule:

(RGS′)
rec(A, t, B), gen(C, t, A)

sent(C, t, B)

(RGS′) captures a situation like the one in the Kerberos protocol (Figure 2)
where C sends a ticket {t}KAC to A via B. In this case, from the facts rec(A, t, B)
and gen(C, t, A), the agent A is able to deduce sent(C, t, A) (by using (RGS),
(S1), and (SGS)).

C B A
{· · · , {t}KAC }KBC {· · · }, {t}KAC

Fig. 2. Deduction rule (RGS′)

The rule (RGS′) can be used with our running example and allows H to
deduce sent(A, {T icket}KAH , C) at some state in the protocol (i.e., H will learn
that A is the one who sent him the ticket T icket).
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Given a set M of messages and a set F of facts, denote by Analz(M,F ) the
set of all facts that can be inferred from F and M . If s = (sm, sf ) is an agent
state, then Analz(s) stands for Analz(sm, sf ).

We note the difference between “analz” (Section 2) and “Analz”.

3.3 Observational Equivalence

Anonymity, and other similar properties, are crucially based on what agents are
able to “observe”. If two distinct messages can be decomposed into the same
atomic messages or both are encrypted by keys the agent A does not know, then
the two messages are “observationally equivalent” from A’s point of view in the
sense that none of them reveals more “meaningful information” to A than the
other. This can be extended to facts and agent states as follows.

Given a pair of agent states (s, s′) define the binary relation ∼s,s′ on message
terms by:

– t ∼s,s′ t, for any t ∈ T0;
– t ∼s,s′ t′, for any term t undecomposable over s and any term t′ undecom-

posable over s′;
– (t1, t2) ∼s,s′ (t′1, t

′
2), for any terms t1, t2, t′1, and t′2 with t1 ∼s,s′ t′1 and

t2 ∼s,s′ t′2;
– {t}K ∼s,s′ {t′}K , for any terms t and t′ and any key K with t ∼s,s′ t′ and
K−1 ∈ analz(sm) ∩ analz(s′m).

Component-wise extend the relation ∼s,s′ to facts:

P (t1, . . . , ti) ∼s,s′ P (t′1, . . . , t
′
i) ⇔ (∀1 ≤ j ≤ i)(tj ∼s,s′ t′j).

Definition 3. Two agent states s = (sm, sf ) and s′ = (s′m, s′f ) are observation-
ally equivalent, denoted s ∼ s′, if the following hold:

– analz(sm) ∩ T0 = analz(s′m) ∩ T0;
– for any ϕ ∈ Analz(s) there is ϕ′ ∈ Analz(s′) such that ϕ ∼s,s′ ϕ′;
– for any ϕ′ ∈ Analz(s′) there is ϕ ∈ Analz(s) such that ϕ′ ∼s′,s ϕ.

Roughly speaking, Definition 3 says that if s = (sm, sf ) and s′ = (s′m, s
′
f ) are

two observationally equivalent states of an agent, then the agent can derive the
same meaningful information from any of these two states. Or, in other words,
these two states are indistinguishable.

Let sm = {{NC}K}, sf = {rec(A, {NC}K , B)}, s′m = {{C,NC}K}, and s′f =
{rec(A, {C,NC}K , B)}, where K is a symmetric key. According to Definition 3,
s = (sm, sf ) and s′ = (s′m, s

′
f ) are observationally equivalent. If we replace sm

above by {{NC}K , C,K} and s′m by {{C,NC}K ,K}, then s and s′ are not any-
more observationally equivalent because from rec(A, {C,NC}K , B) and s′m one
can infer rec(A,C,B), and this fact cannot be inferred from rec(A, {NC}K , B)
and sm.
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Proposition 1. The observational equivalence on agent states is an equivalence
relation decidable in O(f4l4) time complexity, where f is the maximum number
of facts in the states, and l is the maximum length of the messages in the states.

Recall that a protocol state is a tuple s = (sA|A ∈ A). We extend the equivalence
relation defined above to protocol states on coordinates, that is, two protocol
states s and s′ are observationally equivalent with respect to an agent A, denoted
s ∼A s′ if sA ∼ s′A. From Proposition 1 it follows that ∼A is an equivalence
relation on protocol states, for any agent A.

3.4 Anonymity

We use the epistemic logic in [2, 7] to reason about anonymity, tailored to our
paper as follows:

ϕ ::= p |ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ | KAϕ

where A ranges over a non-empty finite set A of agent names and p ranges over
a set Φ of sent-, rec-, gen-, and auth-facts such that no rec-fact contains terms
of the form (B, I).

The anonymity concepts we will define make use of only one occurrence of the
operator K in any formula and so, the truth value of a formula ϕ in a security
protocol P is defined inductively as follows:

– P |= ϕ iff (P , s) |= ϕ, for any reachable state s in P ;
– (P , s) |= p iff (P , sA) |= p, for some agent A �= I;
– (P , sX) |= p iff p ∈ Analz(sX), where X ∈ A;
– (P , s) |= ¬ϕ iff (P , s) �|= ϕ;
– (P , s) |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff (P , s) |= ϕ and (P , s) |= ψ;
– (P , s) |= KAϕ iff (P , s′A) |= ϕ, for any reachable state s′ with s′ ∼A s.

The formula KAϕ means “agent A knows ϕ”. As usual, we use PAϕ as an ab-
breviation for ¬KA¬ϕ. PAϕ means “agent A thinks that ϕ is possible”. We shall
simply write s |= ϕ instead of (P , s) |= ϕ, whenever the protocol P is understood
from the context.

Anonymity for securityprotocolswill bedefined for actionsperformedbyagents.
By an action we will understand a sent-fact (these are also called sent-actions),
or a rec-fact that does not contain terms of the form (B, I) (these are also called
rec-actions). Therefore, the sent-actions are of the form sent(A, t, B), sent(A, t),
sent(A,B), sent(A), sent(t), or sent(t, B), while the rec-actions are of the form
rec(A, t, B), rec(A, t), rec(A,B), rec(A), rec(t), or rec(t, B). By actwe will denote
a generic action of the one of the forms above.

Now, following [7], define minimal anonymity for security protocols.

Definition 4. Let P be a security protocol and X an agent in P (X may be an
honest agent H or the intruder I). An action act of P is minimally anonymous
w.r.t. X if P |= act⇒ ¬KXact.
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As we can see, we have defined anonymity not only with respect to an honest
agent but also with respect to the intruder. This is motivated by the fact that
the intruder is an observer of the entire protocol execution and, in spite of the
fact that he records all send and receive actions, he might not be able to see
precisely the action performed by some agent. For instance, the intruder may be
able to see that A performed a send action but he might not be able to see that
A sent some specific message. On the other side, honest agents may have more
deduction power than the intruder, but might not observe all send and receive
actions performed in the protocol. Therefore, from the anonymity point of view,
honest agents and the intruder have incomparable powers. This makes the study
of anonymity with respect to the intruder very appealing.

The action sent(B, T icket, A) in our running example is minimally anonymous
w.r.t. C because, whenever this action is performed, C is not able to deduce it
from his knowledge. On the other side, the action sent(A, {T icket}KAH , C) is
not minimally anonymous w.r.t. H because H can learn it by the deduction rule
(RGS′), but it is minimally anonymous w.r.t. I because I cannot learn it.

Remark 1. We want to emphasize that the anonymity of an action which con-
tains messages, such as sent(A, t), should not be confused with the secrecy of
t. The minimal anonymity of sent(A, t) w.r.t. H means that H was not able to
observe at some point that the agent A performed the “action of sending the
message t” (although H might knew t).

Remark 2. The anonymity of an action within a group of agents (anonymity set)
as defined in ( [7], Definition 3.4) can be expressed in our formalism as well, and
the results in Section 4 obtained for minimal anonymity hold for this kind of
anonymity too. However, the lack of space does not allow us to go into details.

4 Complexity of Anonymity

In this section we establish several complexity results for the anonymity problem
in security protocols. First, we fix a few notations.

Each action has a type which is a tuple. For instance, sent(A, t, B) has type
(s, a,m, a), where s stands for sent, a for “agent”, and m for “message”. Sim-
ilarly, sent(t, B) has type (s,m, a), rec(A, t) has type (r, a,m), where r stands
for rec, and so on.

Each action type τ induces two decision problems w.r.t. anonymity:

1. the minimal anonymity problem for actions of type τ w.r.t. an honest agent
(abbreviated MAP (τ)), which is the problem to decide, given a security
protocol P , an action act of type τ , and an honest agent H , whether act is
minimally anonymous w.r.t. H in P ;

2. the minimal anonymity problem for actions of type τ w.r.t. the intruder
(abbreviated MAPI(τ)), which is the problem to decide, given a security
protocol P and an action act of type τ , whether act is minimally anonymous
w.r.t. the intruder in P .
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Minimal anonymity w.r.t. honest agents in unrestricted security protocols is
undecidable. This can be obtained by reducing the halting problem for counter
machines to the complement of the minimal anonymity problem. The reduction
follows, somehow, a classical line for simulating counter machines [14]. When the
machine halts, some action in the security protocol simulating the machine will
not be minimally anonymous w.r.t. some honest agent, and this happens only
when the machine halts.

Theorem 1. MAP (τ) is undecidable in unrestricted security protocols, for any
action type τ .

The undecidability result in Theorem 1 can be extended to minimal anonymity
w.r.t. the intruder, but not for all action types.

Theorem 2. MAPI(τ) is undecidable in unrestricted security protocols, for
any action type τ except for (r, a, a), (r,m, a), and (r, a,m, a).

If we focus on bounded security protocols then the anonymity is decidable. Recall
that a bounded security protocol [19] is a security protocol whose message terms
are built over some finite set of basic terms and whose length do not exceed
some constant k. As a conclusion, the state space of a bounded security protocol
is finite and so, we should be able to decide whether an action act is minimally
anonymous w.r.t. some agent X (honest or the intruder). An obvious algorithm
for checking whether an action act is minimally anonymous w.r.t. X would be
the following:

for any reachable state s with s |= act do
if there exists a reachable state s′ with s′ ∼X s and s′X �|= act then

act is minimally anonymous w.r.t. X
else act is not minimally anonymous w.r.t. X

end

This algorithm searches the state space twice: once for reachable states s with
s |= act and then, if such a state is found, for a state s′ with s′ ∼X s and
s′X �|= act. As the number of events of a bounded security protocol is exponential
w.r.t. the size of the protocol [19], this algorithm has a very high time complexity
(w.r.t. the size of the protocol).

The complexity can be cut down if we restrict the minimal anonymity problem
to basic-term actions. An action act of a security protocol is called a basic-term
action if all terms in the action are basic terms. For instance, sent(A,NA, B),
where NA is a nonce, is a basic-term action, whereas sent(A, {NA}K , B) is not.
For basic-term actions the following property holds: if s′ ∼X s then s′X �|= act
if and only if sX �|= act. Therefore, for basic-term actions, the above algorithm
can be simplified by replacing the test in the if-statement by the simpler one
“sX �|= act”. Thus, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3. MAP (τ) and MAPI(τ) are in NEXPTIME for any τ if they
are restricted to basic-term actions of type τ and bounded security protocols.
Moreover, except for MAPI(r, a, a), MAPI(r,m, a), and MAPI(r, a,m, a), all
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the other minimal anonymity problems restricted as above are complete for
NEXPTIME.

If we restrict more bounded security protocols by allowing only 1-session runs,
then we obtain the following complexity results.

Theorem 4. MAP (τ) and MAPI(τ) are in NP for any τ if they are restricted
to basic-term actions of type τ and 1-session bounded security protocols. More-
over, except for MAPI(r, a, a), MAPI(r,m, a), and MAPI(r, a,m, a), all the
other minimal anonymity problems restricted as above are complete for NP .

5 Conclusions

Using an epistemic logic framework, we have considered in this paper a large va-
riety of anonymity-related concepts for security protocols: six variants of sender
anonymity and six variants of receiver anonymity. All of them were formulated
both w.r.t. an honest agent and w.r.t. the intruder, and are based on an ob-
servational equivalence on protocol states, which is decidable in deterministic
polynomial time.

We have shown that the decision problems induced by them are undecidable in
unrestricted security protocols under an active intruder. For bounded (1-session
bounded) security protocols we have shown that some of these decision problems
are complete for NEXPTIME (NP). The status of the others is left open.

We have obtained similar results to those in Section 4 for other types of
anonymity, such as the one in ( [7], Definition 3.4), but they could not have been
included here due to the lack of space.
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